
Kitchen is something more than just a place. It is the heart of the home, 
filled with everyday life, warmth and emotions of its inhabitants.

50 years of experience in creating inspirational kitchen interiors. Timeless design whose 

usefulness becomes one of the kitchen's functional elements. Precision of execution 

and top-quality materials which we seek worldwide.

We believe that the combination of all these elements creates, in effect, a unique place that  

is the starting point of the most important location in the world. Your home.

HOME
BEGINS
HERE





In 1968, Ernest Rust founded a company that marked the beginning 
of the era of creating kitchen interiors in Poland.

We are experts in creating kitchen interiors. Listening attentively to what our clients need, 

we never stop making our best efforts to create spaces that are perfectly customized to our 

clients' needs. We are proud to provide our clients with premium quality, bespoke design 

solutions, highly precise craftsmanship and comprehensive service.

For 50 years we have been in pursuit of the most modern solutions, doing our best to blend 

many years of tradition with innovations. Our kitchen interiors combine unique character, 

individualism, modern and elegant design and perfection to the finest details.

ERNEST
RUST



Founding the company. This is when everything 

started. Ernest Rust opens a carpentry shop and 

begins producing custom furniture.

The 1980s. Ernest Rust decides to focus on 

creating custom-made kitchen interiors. Thanks 

to the high quality appreciated by the clients the 

company develops rapidly.

1968 1976-1989



RUST begins cooperating with key partners in 

product development and kitchen furniture equip-

ment. Marian Rust joins the team and continues 

his father's plans. Together they build a 7000 sq. m 

production plant in Pludry.

The company begins exporting to USA and We-

stern Europe. The products are praised for their 

high quality and timeless design.

1990-1999 2003



Rust opens its first kitchen showroom in Dubai to 

present the newest collection furniture. The brand 

is quickly appreciated by dedication to even the 

finest details of the presented collections.

2012 2015

The R-COLLECTION series, with its flagship 

model R8 is introduced - a new collection boasting 

innovative ideas and technological solutions. 



RUST is the first Polish company to participate in 

the EuroCucina Salone del Mobile fair in Milan. 

RUST furniture can also be seen at the Kitchen and 

Bath Industry KBIS event in Las Vegas.

RUST rebrands - the name and visual identifi-

cation change and the company relates to its 

founder. The whole process is spearheaded by 

the new motto that will accompany the brand 

for the next several years -  

Home begins here.

2016 2017





 Thanks to its achievements in kitchen furniture, 

RUST is invited to partake in the prestigious 

„Making Room: Housing for a Changing America” 

exhibition in Washington. During the 10-month 

exhibition, RUST, along with other companies active 

in the interior decoration filed created a full-size 

apartment in the museum premises. This space 

shows how to arrange an apartment to make it meet 

its inhabitants needs for several years.

2017



50YEARS
We believe that Ernest Rust's history is the history of people, their dedication to the finest 

details, the result of passion and commitment. We are thankful to them for these qualities 

and happy to give you the best we have: the effects of our combined effort and the vision 

of the kitchen as a place where your home begins.

1968 - 2017





COLLECTIONS
A coherent concept, high precision craftsmanship, professionalism and experience. All this is 

intertwined in our collections, made with clients in mind who demand and appreciate modern 

approaches.

Our offer is developed with the newest materials and technologies just for you. We believe 

in professionalism and uniqueness, we create new trends in the premium kitchen interior 

segment.





FRONT PANEL - MAT VARNISH / CONCRETE / OAK VENEER / 
TABLE TOP - CONCRETE AND OAK FURNITURE

R5/Q4



FRONT PANEL - MAT VARNISH / CONCRETE / OAK VENEER / 
TABLE TOP - CONCRETE AND OAK FURNITURE

R5/Q4



THE NATURE
OF THINGS



The design you are about to see is sparse in form. We alluding with it to the contem-

porary loft style in terms of the materials used. Architectural concrete, from which the 

table top and some front panels are made, plays the key role. The motif of oak wood 

with its unmistakable knots warms everything up.

Marcin Fatyga

Chief Design Officer

Justyna Krzysztofik

Creative Designer

Agnieszka 
Gradoń-Murek
Creative Designer

Piotr Szczotka
Creative Designer

Designers













Front panels

Architectural concrete, brushed loft oak, matte varnish; island table top with integrated sink from 

architectural concrete, system of handles - R5, made from stainless steel with backlit glass decors 

with pictures.

Hood

Flamec Lumen Isola 175, Blanco Vonda tap.

Equipment and appliances

Miele Pure Line (steam oven, compact oven, dishwasher, warming drawer, refrigerator, freezer); 

electronically controlled Lift UP system for extending an extra rack with kitchen accessories, 

Martinez hockers by RUST.

R5 / Q4



FRONT PANEL SATIN MAT VARNISH5 / NATURAL ROSEWOOD VENEER / TABLE TOP

R5





BEAUTY IS 
THE SUM OF 
DETAILS



Marcin Fatyga

Chief Design Officer

Patryk Rust

Co, Owner

Łukasz Hryncyszyn
Area Manager

Designers

A design for those who appreciate classic solutions, quality materials, elegance and 

top-class finish. The backlit handles, integrated with decors presenting drawings on 

glass, along with custom engraved satin glass make for intriguing additions.













Front panels

Lava varnish in satin finish.

Island table top

A steel sheet with integrated sink, a bar top and wall panels:

natural Rosewood, system of handles R5: steel handles with integrated LED lighting for providing 

background light to individual decors; illumination of shelves: Brilliant LED.

Hood

Falmec Spring Black, home appliances: Miele Pure LineR5.

R5



R5/Q1
FRONT PANEL - ARCHITECTURAL CONCRETE / OAK VENEER / 
TABLE TOP - ARCHITECTURAL CONCRETE



FRONT PANEL - ARCHITECTURAL CONCRETE / OAK VENEER / 
TABLE TOP - ARCHITECTURAL CONCRETE



THE COURAGE
OF CREATION



The design exudes a loft / industrial style with natural materials used such as architec-

tural concrete or knotted oak wood. The towers feature handcrafted brass handles. 

A mural by Łukasz "Cekas" Bergera, an artist from Wrocław, lends this special air to 

the room.

Marcin Fatyga

Chief Design Officer

Designers

Grzegorz Szewc

Creative Designer

Patryk Rust

Co, Owner













Front panel

Architectural concrete, brushed loft oak, a hybrid of veneer and varnish; island table top 

- architectural concrete, table top adjacent to the wall, with an integrated sink; handle 

system R5 made from stainless steel with backlit glass decors with graphics, hand casted 

brass handles with antique finish.

Hood

Flamec Lumen Isola 175; KWC Zoe tap.

Equipment and appliances

Gaggenau (steam oven, espresso machine, warming drawer, dishwasher, refrigerator-

-freezer). Electronically controlled lift up system for extending an additional rack with 

kitchen accessories. Wall mounted panel: architectural concrete with a mural - fatcapstudio.

com. Table – KFF Barbarossa, chairs Laura by RUST.

R5 / Q1



R8
FRONT PANEL GLOSS VARNISH / SWAMP OAK VENEER / GRANITE TABLE TOP



R8
FRONT PANEL GLOSS VARNISH / SWAMP OAK VENEER / GRANITE TABLE TOP



THE CLASSIC



Marcin Fatyga

Chief Design Officer

The design attempts to combine classicist features: static air, calmness, frugal form sprinkled with 

baroque expression that may identified, among else, in the asymmetrical layout of the ovens or the 

dynamically configured shapes of the island. The entire place is enriched with details such as stainless 

steel handles, backlit decors sporting engraved satin glass or natural stone. Front panels following 

varying geometry, with slightly inclined front surfaces are an additional artistic touch and produce  

a truly unique 3D effect with refracted reflections.

Designer













R8
Front panels

Glossy varnish, veneer, varnished satin glass. The design uses fronts with hidden handles and power 

assisted opening systems.

Equipment and appliances

Miele collection: brushed steel tap and a granite sink by BLANCO.



Q12
 FRONT PANEL - WOOD / LAPITEC / STEEL TABLE TOP



Q12



THE BEAUTY 
OF 
INNOVATIONS



The design shows off multiple innovative solutions, such as front panels made from 12 mm thick natural 

sintered quartz, wooden front panels with an integrated opening system or a table top made from 

scratch-resistant rolled steel with an integrated sink.

The Lift UP system for controlling the sliding painting that covers the TV. Enthusiast-grade Bowers & 

Wilkins loudspeakers are built-in in the furniture tower front panels to provide crystal-clear sound. 

Additionally, the kitchen features highly advanced appliances by Gaggenau: a multi-zone wine cooler 

and a hood retractable from the table top.

Marcin Fatyga

Chief Design Officer

Iwona Zupańczyk

Creative Designer

 

Designers













Front panels

Solid oak in OIL EFFECT finish; furniture front panels adjacent to the walls and floor - uniform 

sintered stone with diversified structure.

Island table top

Continuously hot rolled steel with integrated chamber - scratch-resistant; hockers: KFF Glooh.

Equipment and appliances

Gaggenau (refrigerator, freezer, wine cooler, steam over, coffee machine, hood retractable from the 

table top); electronically controlled Lift UP system for covering the TV with a painting or a drawing.

Sound system

Bowers & Wilkins

Q12



S4/Q1
  FRONT PANEL - MAT AND GLOSSY VARNISH / SOLID NANO TABLE TOP





(UN)USUAL 
COMBINA-
TIONS



The design shows a collection of modern front panels with styled sill-style ones. The wide, ornamental 

pilasters add a distinct character. The entire design follows the classic black and white color set. A sub-

jective take on glamor style aimed at courageous clients who would enjoy eclectic combinations.

Marcin Fatyga

Chief Design Officer

Izabela Szumlas

Creative Designer 

Designers













S4/Q1
Front panels / table top

The kitchen furniture is varnished, both polished and satin, combined with varnished veneer. 

Front panels with sills feature invisible elements joining the frame.

Island table top

Modern HPL laminate with core, only 12 mm thick

Equipment and appliances

Zephiro E.ION hood by Falmec, with an ionizing system.



Q7
 TABLE TOP MADE FROM GLASS, PORCELAIN AND QUARTZ CONGLOMERATE 
/ GLOSSY VARNISH / RUSHED LOFT OAK



 TABLE TOP MADE FROM GLASS, PORCELAIN AND QUARTZ CONGLOMERATE 
/ GLOSSY VARNISH / RUSHED LOFT OAK



STARRING: 
YOU



The design is the answer to the prevailing color trends. The gray and oak are presented in an entirely 

new dimension. Our take on the gray is derived from a pallete of a dozen shades of blue, while the 

oak's color approaches walnut color. The darker colors on the front panels are muted by the bright 

table top. Thanks to the materials and accessories used the kitchen is amazingly practical. Convenient 

grips in the front panel eliminate the necessity to touch the glossy surface, leaving them immaculately 

clean. The color of the varnish perfectly matches the veneer and the stone table top and also com-

pliments the color of home appliances. The oak elements placed in easily visible places are also used 

inside the drawers, reatly enhancing the look of the kitchen. The bottom of the drawers is lined with 

ONYX mats which not only keeps them cleaner, but also serve as sound dampening and anti-slip ele-

ments. The now trendy fluid transition of the hanging cabinets into the living room catches the eye.

Marcin Fatyga

Chief Design Officer

Marian Rust

Owner

Projektanci













Front panels

The high gloss varnish decorative elements are made from thick oak veneer, aged and dyed into  

a one-of-a-kind color that resembles walnut wood. The veneer is also used in hanging cabinets  

that seamlessly expand into the living room.

Island table top

A table top made from DEKTON. Dekton boards combine natural raw materials (glass, porcelain and 

quartz).

Equipment and appliances

Home appliances: Miele ArtLine (handle-free oven with a microwave oven, vacuum sealing drawer, 

an XXL steamer with an oven, a built-in coffee machine, an integrated, universal Miele dishwasher 

with Knock2open function, an induction cook top with TempControl function), Vetra Isola hood 

by FALMEC. Interior arranged by: Kler S.A. (chairs, carpets, vases on the island), DOBROTEKA ul. 

Oleska 35, 46-380 Dobrodzień, and: BoConcept Wrocław, ul. Krakowska 31 50-424 Wrocław.

Q7



COMPLETED 
PROJECTS

Our projects arise from the need to capture the beauty and individuality of designs cre-

ated with our clients in mind. The realistic interiors, void of photo studio lights, filled with 

authenticity, show the completed work in the best way. The kitchens of our clients showcase 

the possibilities of the materials, colors, textures, the skill of planning and creating bespoke 

solutions.

We would like to thank the clients who allowed to have their homes photographed and 

published in this catalog.





Q10
POLAND / KATOWICE



Q10



in a two-floor apartment in Katowice, designed with the help of Ola Fredowicz, architect. The client wanted to incor-

porate a big, built-in fridge (90 cm wide) and an island with a downdraft hood in the table top. The modern

and elegant climate is created by mat graphite front panels combined with ceramic table tops by Lapitec (Grigio 

Piombo Satin), which are also found between the table top and the hanging cabinets. A sitting place was designed 

at the island, with a bar top made from oil coated oak veneer that perfectly matches the oak parquet. The delicate 

black handles go hand in hand with Siemens appliances. Obviously, the design would not be complete without a gadget 

- a retractable spice holder hidden in the table top.

KITCHEN



Designer: Piotr Szczotka

Apartment design and  arrangement: Ola Fredowicz, architect, www.olafredowicz.pl





While designing this kitchen I was picturing a 

young, dynamic lady who loves to cook. At the 

same time, I focused on matching the kitchen 

to the open space - the kitchen had to be func-

tional and go great with the living room. The kit-

chen is divided into two spaces: the cooking ta-

ble top in a built-up recess and an island with a 

breakfast table top in light oak veneer. The high 

rising furniture placed against the wall hides 

most of the appliances, including a french-door 

refrigerator I also divided the island - the part 

from the kitchen side has drawers for dishes, 

pots and pans, kitchen utensils and a cook top. 

The part of the island from the side of the living 

room contains cabinets for the less frequently 

used vessels. A retractable downdraft hood is 

hidden under the table top. Apart from keeping 

the air clean and removing the steam, the hood 

also serves as a physical barrier between the 

cook top and the breakfast table top.

OLA FREDOWICZ
Architect



Q11
POLAND / KRAKÓW



Q11



KITCHEN
modern and with character. An unmistakably characteristic space needs and original kitchen. The clients were 

seeking a solution that would showcase a 6 m high, one-of-a-king place. Their demands were satisfied with the use 

of custom hanging cabinets whose vertical form highlights the room's character. This approach makes the kitchen 

look beautiful even from the mezzanine, just like the clients wished. The colors of the kitchen - the timeless, mat 

white and the very contemporary gray, along with the warming pastel green, create a unique, fresh composition. 

The extraordinary green color relates to a part of the floor in the hall, making the entire room a coherent affair. 

A family of five inhabits the place, so obviously the kitchen must be big enough for the entire family to enjoy 

cooking and having their meals together. The heart of the kitchen is an island with a wide working table top and 

a seat, which also serves as a book shelf. The entire furniture structure is simple, minimalistic in form, yet 

one-of-a-kind and bespoke, satisfying the family's needs.



Kitchen Designer: Magdalena Zasadny





We wanted to move away from what you can see 

in all the albums, when we were arranging our kit-

chen. Something interesting that would match us 

and our home and yet be functional. Thanks to our 

designer's extraordinary ideas and her outside-the-

-box thinking, we have a kitchen that turned out to 

be one of our most favorite places in the house - we 

feel amazingly well here.

KAMILA I MICHAŁ
Apartament Owner 

AnDo
Notatka
House Owner



Q1
POLAND / TYCHY



Q1



KITCHEN
in TWO BARNS. The concept of the interior was determined by the clients at the stage of designing the house. Our job 

was to create a functional layout of the kitchen and to select materials that would go hand in hand with the entire place. 

Looking from the living room we mainly see white mat furniture that match the white walls. The hanging cabinets are 

divided symmetrically and occupy the entire 6 m long wall, highlighting the panoramic window. The white table tops 

are made from a composite. The semi-detached island is partially lowered, turning it into a great place for smaller home 

appliances. Steel bars are placed in the table top's recesses, where hot vessels can be placed. A Peka lift is installed in the 

furniture, to make lifting the food processor easier. The entire interior of the house combines white with warmer shades 

of wood. European oak veneer is applied from the interior of the semi-detached island, resulting in a minimalistic, yet 

warm form accentuated with wood.



Kitchen design: Agnieszka Gradoń-Murek

Design: RS+ Robert Skitek, Szymon Borczyk, www.paradox-pa.com

Interior arranged by: BoConcept Katowice, Tel. +48 32 257 24 78, katowice@boconcept.pl



 

The unusual shape of the building is the effect 

of taking no shortcuts to satisfy both the clients 

and the development conditions. A single, large 

body is divided into two smaller ones, additionally 

with a functional division into the day and night 

sections. Both barns differ in finishing materials 

of the facade, their placement on the parcel and 

geographical orientation which allowed to use the 

existing conditions optimally. The facade materials 

guarantee long lasting reliability.

SZYMON BORCZYK
PARADOX, 
ROBERT SKITEK RS +
 Architecture Studio PARADOX, mobile: 

+48 503 159 715, +48 501 292 382, 

biuro@paradox-pa.com

www.paradox-pa.com





Q1
USA  /  HAWAII  /  HONOLULU



Q1



RESIDENCE
situated just a few hundred meters from the ocean. The residence stands out from among other houses thanks to its 

modern design and a color set alluding to the setting sun. High windows lend a light, airy character to the house

and make it easier to appreciate the beauty of its interior.

The kitchen is typical for American residences, with a large island in the middle and an extra veggie sink. A free 

standing Thermador dual oven and a professional hood is placed against a wall clad in granite, giving the kitchen an 

industrial look. The place could not be complete without a large refrigerator and a freezer, built-in in the recess, just 

next to the door to the pantry. A wet bar placed in the living room area contains a high wine cooler and a table top 

for preparing drinks. The materials and the colors of the furniture and table tops make the entire house look modern 

and relates to the local landscape in an obvious way. Hawaii is an archipelago of volcanic islands, with mountains still 

harboring some active volcanoes and where the black sand on the beach is also a volcanic product.





We made our best efforts to relate to and reflect 

the richness of Hawaiian nature. Consequently, we 

opted for table tops in characteristic pattern that 

resembles the sea and some of the local beaches 

covered in black sand. A truly unique place, espe-

cially at sunset, where the minimalistic colors and 

design allowed us to keep the industrial character 

of the kitchen.

Naturally, appliances typical for the local houses 

could not be omitted - a wine cooler, a large fridge 

and a wet bar.

ANDY
from A & E Creations Inc. Company

Designer:  Gregory Nikov





Q11
GERMANY / GROß-ZIMMERN



Q11



located in a picturesque town in central Germany. The owners wanted a kitchen that would be the home's central 

point, while keeping the area open. The kitchen, connecting the living room, the dining room and the staircase, 

becomes a proper command center. Arranged in shades of gray, white and oak, with the wood alluding to the antique 

furniture that has been kept by the family for many generations - the chest of drawers and the table.

By combining simplicity and minimalism, yet maintaining the kitchen's practical aspects, a perfect kitchen was cre-

ated, where the whole family can spend time with their beloved pets, two Persians cats.

HOME



Designer:  Claudia Witt





When we made a decision to build our own house, 

we dreamed of creating open spaces in modern 

style, where we could spend the time with other 

members of the family. We chose classic glossy 

white and minimalistic style. To warm up the in-

terior we used an oak table top that is in harmony 

with the stylish living room furniture, a family 

heirloom. We put our trust in ERNEST RUST not 

just because of the high quality of craftsmanship, 

but mostly because of the comprehensive service - 

measurements, design, transport and installation. 

The whole process went amazingly smoothly. Our 

wish was to show the modern, yet timeless design, 

the beauty and natural appeal in just one architec-

tural design.  For us, the kitchen is a central place, 

where the visual beauty is easy to see.

BAIBERS TAHA
House Owner



Q10
POLAND / WARSZAWA



Q10



APARTMENT,
is another project for a client who owns a large company active in the interior finish business. With previous successful 

projects completed with RUST, the client presented the plans of a newly built apartment in Warsaw. The designers were 

tasked with arranging an interior for a young man working from home. The most challenging part was combine the func-

tion of the kitchen, living room and dining room, establishing a place to work, all with no specific boundaries. The design 

also had to cover the hall, the bathroom and the sleeping room. The masculine colors of the furniture - the beautifully 

glossy piano black with wooden elements - add no unnecessary opulence. The entire floor of the apartment is made 

from wood, effectively enlarging the place and creating a warm, welcoming atmosphere. In the kitchen, the furniture 

occupies its main wall, with an island that extends into a table for 4, supported by a glass stand, making the entire struc-

ture look light. The recessed parts of the hanging cabinets are made from noble oak break and break the dark varnished 

surface. The kitchen incorporates all home appliances and also a built-in coffee machine - an absolute necessity for  

a person working from home. The furniture transitions to the hall very gently, becoming a spacious wardrobe. 



Designers: Izabela Szumlas, Sławomir Jackiewicz





Undoubtedly, the project's success is the client's 

trust and commitment. There is hardly any higher 

form of appreciation for the designer than Mr 

Tomek's words: "Iza - a superb design solution 

and amazing execution".

TOMASZ TRONINA
Owner of an interior finish company



S4
SWEDEN  / SALEN



S4



KITCHEN
in a cozy, little town of Satervagen in Sweden. The concept of the kitchen's interior was derived from the style prevailing

in the house - wood varnished in black. The owner wished to keep the style throughout the entire house so we agreed 

on using mat varnished front panels and a granite table top Nero Assoluto in Antico finish. The gorgeous, heavy chairs 

at the table catch the attention when looking from the living room, along with two large lamps - this is where the family 

spend most of their time together. Despite the dark colors on the front panels and table tops, the kitchen looks simply 

amazing thanks to the large windows and the majestic view outside. The clients wished to have a classic kitchen in a 

modern version, ultimately achieved with the gentle handles black, seamlessly incorporated in the front panels.



Designer: Ania Gaida





Many years of living and working in Scandina-
via, having been able to draw inspiration from 
the life and culture of the people around, have 
shown us the importance they attach to two 
things - quality and loyalty to local brands. It 
just seemed inconceivable to me not to take 
advantage of the possibilities that RUST of-
fers when we built our summer home. That is 
how the design for our one-of-a-kind kitchen 
came to life - super modern, yet with a rustic 
feeling hat seamlessly combines the nature of 
the house and the nature outside.

DAREK JOHANSSON
House Owner 



KITCHOO is a Swiss company founded in 1995. The company cares for inherently Swiss values:

innovations, precision, reliability and sustainability, and with those in mind created a brand of mini-kitchens - 

KITCHOO.  It is a complete kitchen, with all indispensable equipment normally found in full-size kitchens. 

Rust is the brand's exclusive partner, fully responsible for the production process, and makes sure that Kitchoo 

are made from premium quality materials that undergo multi-stage quality control.





The Moley Robotic Kitchen is the first kitchen in the world to incorporate a fully integrated food processor.  

Moley cooks with the skills and talent of the best human chef. Moley is so much more than just a food processor 

- it is a device that improves our health and well-being. It allows everyone to enjoy healthy, varied and tasty meals, 

cooked as they would be cooked by the world's leading chefs. The device literally brings the quality of the best 

chefs right into our houses.

It took 6 months to build the first prototype of a food processor, presented to the world for the first time in 

Hanover Messe in April 2015 and then showed in the CES fair in Shanghai, where it received the Best of Best 

Award.

Ernest Rust is now responsible for developing and building kitchen furniture dedicated for the Moley Robotic 

Kitchen, to be launched in over a year.





BIELANY WROCŁAWSKIE

Bielany Wrocławskie, ul. Czekoladowa 20

wroclaw@rust.pl 

phone: +48 71 790 35 76

CZĘSTOCHOWA

Częstochowa, ul. Wojska Polskiego 207

czestochowa@rust.pl

phone: . +48 34 399 12 30

DOBRODZIEŃ

Dobrodzień, ul. Lubliniecka 34

agata@rust.pl

phone:  +48 34 351 08 01

JANKI

Janki, Plac Szwedzki 3

janki@rust.pl

phone:  +48 22 720 46 72

KATOWICE

Katowice, ul. Roździeńskiego 199

katowice@rust.pl

phone:  +48 32 493 18 06

KRAKÓW

Kraków, ul. Zakopiańska 56

krakow@rust.pl

phone:  +48 12 296 44 10

MIKOŁÓW

Mikołów, ul. Katowicka 5

mikolow@rust.pl

phone:  +48 32 738 00 01

OF THE KITCHEN INTERIO STUDIO 

PARTNERS

OPOLE

Opole, ul. Horoszkiewicza 6

opole@rust.pl

phone:  +48 77 442 58 28

POZNAŃ

Poznań, ul. Solidarności 34

poznan@rust.pl

phone:  +48 61 657 68 13

RADOM

Radom, ul. Warszawska 197

radom@rust.pl

phone:  +48 48 385 84 84

SZCZECIN

Szczecin, ul. Andrzeja Struga 19

szczecin@rust.pl

phone:  +48 91 817 26 91

phone:  +48 506 012 861

WARSZAWA

Warszawa, ul. Malborska 41

targowek@rust.pl

phone:  +48 22 771 31 0

WROCŁAW

Wrocław, ul. Braniborska 14

domar@rust.pl

phone:  +48 71 781 03 44

www.rust.pl

JOHANNES OHL STRASSE 77

64846 Gross-Zimmern

phone: +49 6071 951617

UNIQ CONCEPTS

461 Route 46 West

07004 Fairfield, New Jersey

phone: +1 973 227 2040

DUBAI SHOWROOM

No. 4, Al Barsha 2ND, Dubai,

United Arab Emirates.

phone: 00971 56 836 4774

JOUNIEH-MAAMELTEIN HIGHWAY

Naif & Mary Center

Bldg 314 

1200 Jounieh,  Lebanon

phone: +961 9 637639

GLENVIEW HAUS

520 W. Erie Street, Chicago, IL 60654

phone: 312 337 2440

info@glenviewhaus.com


